Abstract-We consider the problem of multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) sampling of multiband signals. In this problem, a set of input signals is passed through a MIMO channel modeled as a known linear time-invariant system. The inputs are modeled as multiband signals whose spectral supports are sets of finite measure and the channel outputs are sampled on nonuniform sampling sets. The aim is to reconstruct the inputs from the output samples. This sampling scheme is quite general and it encompasses various others including Papoulis' generalized sampling and nonuniform sampling as special cases. We introduce notions of joint upper and lower densities for collections of sampling sets and then derive necessary conditions on these densities for stable sampling and consistent reconstruction of the channel inputs from the sampled outputs. These results generalize classical density results for stable sampling and interpolation due to Landau.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTICHANNEL deconvolution or multichannel separation of a convolutive mixture is an important problem arising in several applications and has recently attracted substantial interest. In essence, the problem deals with a multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) channel with observable outputs and the aim is to invert or equalize the channel to recover the channel inputs. In general, the channel inputs have overlapping spectra. Some example applications where MIMO channels arise are multiuser or multiaccess wireless communications and space-time coding with antenna arrays, or telephone digital subscriber loops [1] - [4] , multisensor biomedical signals [5] , [6] , multitrack magnetic recording [7] , multiple speaker (or other acoustic source) separation with microphone arrays [8] , [9] , geophysical data processing [10] , and multichannel image restoration [11] , [12] .
In practice, digital processing is used to perform the channel inversion, whereas the channel inputs and outputs are continuous-time signals. Consequently, the channel outputs are sampled prior to processing. Thus, our aim is to reconstruct the channel inputs from the sampled outputs. This channel inverManuscript received December 17, 2001 ; revised April 9, 2004 . This work was supported in part by a grant from DARPA under Contract F49620-98-1-0498 administered by AFSOR, and by National Science Foundation under Infrastructure Grant CDA-24396. This work was performed while R. Venkataramani sion problem can be restated as one in sampling theory, which we call MIMO sampling. We study this problem entirely from the perspective of sampling theory, although the problem could, equally well, be viewed as one of channel equalization. While much of the recent work on MIMO equalization has been on the so-called blind problem, we consider the simpler nonblind problem and assume that the channel characteristics are either known or that they can be estimated accurately using known test input signals. We seek necessary conditions on the sampling sets and the channel for reconstruction of the inputs. These necessary conditions must also apply to the harder problem of blind MIMO equalization with sampling.
Our problem is formulated as follows. Let , , be a collection of complex-valued signals whose spectral supports are sets of finite measure. We refer to such signals as multiband signals because, in practice, is a finite union of intervals. These signals are input to a MIMO channel consisting of linear time-invariant filters (see Fig. 1 ) to produce outputs , , which may be expressed as where denotes convolution and are square-integrable impulse responses. Each output is subsequently sampled on a discrete set and these samples are then used to reconstruct the inputs. This sampling scheme is very general and subsumes various other sampling schemes as special cases. For instance, Papoulis' generalized sampling [13] is essentially a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) sampling scheme, i.e., MIMO sampling with . An extension of Papoulis' sampling expansion to vector-valued inputs [14] is also a special case with all inputs having identical low-pass spectra, i.e., . Let , , denote a complex-valued and square-integrable continuous function whose Fourier transform is supported on a measurable set where is a positive integer. Landau [15] , [16] . Then, for stable reconstruction 1 of from its samples , it is necessary that the sampling density 2 of be no less than the measure of , i.e., must be sufficiently dense in order to stably reconstruct the input. The precise definitions of stable sampling and sampling density are presented in Section II.
A dual problem is that of interpolation: given a discrete set and a square-summable sequence , we ask if there exists a function with spectral support that interpolates through the values at the sampling point , i.e., . A necessary condition for interpolation is that the density of be no more than the measure of . Roughly speaking, must be sufficiently sparse in order to assign arbitrary values to the samples of on the set . We refer to the above problems as classical sampling and interpolation. Gröchenig and Razafinjatovo [17] provided a simpler proof of Landau's classical result for the case that has zero boundary measure. Their technique also allowed them to prove necessary density conditions for some derivative sampling schemes. In this paper, we extend the idea of [17] to derive necessary density results for MIMO sampling. We consider only single variate functions in our analysis , and the results easily extend to multivariate functions. More specifically, we address the following questions. a) What are necessary conditions on for stable reconstruction of the MIMO inputs from the output samples ? b) What are necessary conditions on such that for any square-summable sequence there exists a set of inputs to the channel whose th output interpolates through the values at the sampling points ? We refer to this as consistent reconstruction. Problem b) is analogous to the classical interpolation problem. As in the case of classical sampling, our goal is to find necessary conditions on the sampling sets for stable sampling and consistent reconstruction.
In [18] , we derived sufficient conditions for reconstruction from MIMO samples assuming that the outputs are sampled uniformly. The related filter design issues were studied in [19] . Sampling theorems for special cases of MIMO sampling are also considered in [13] , [14] . These results are sufficient density conditions for uniform or periodic sampling, and are not shown to be necessary for arbitrary, nonuniform sampling of the channel outputs. An interesting SIMO sampling scheme applicable to general signal spaces including wavelet and spline spaces can be found in [20] . However, we restrict our attention to multiband signal spaces alone. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce some notation and review some mathematical background. In Section III, we present our main results: necessary conditions on for stable MIMO sampling and consistent MIMO reconstruction. For stable reconstruction, we prove that the sum of densities of is lower-bounded by the sum of the measures of . Similarly, for the consistency problem, the sum of densities of is upper-bounded by the sum of the measures of . Apart from these natural generalizations of the classical results, we also derive necessary conditions on the joint density 1 The property that any errors in the sample values cause a controlled amount of error in the reconstruction. 2 Interpreted as the average number of samples per unit time.
for each subcollection of sampling sets, as well as conditions on the channel transfer function. These bounds provide an outer bound on the region of achievable densities. We provide examples to illustrate the results. Finally, we provide proofs of these results in Section IV.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Definitions and Notation
Let denote the set of square-summable sequences and and , the spaces of square-integrable and continuous functions, respectively, on . Then . Let denote the empty set and , the complement of a set in the appropriate universal set. Let denote the Lebesgue measure of real sets.
The space of complex-valued matrices of size is denoted by . Let denote the th standard basis vector, i.e., has a at the th position, and zeros elsewhere. For a given matrix , let denote its conjugatetranspose , its submatrix corresponding to rows indexed by the set and columns by the set . Also, let denote the submatrix formed by keeping all rows of , but only columns indexed by , and , the submatrix formed by retaining rows indexed by , and all columns. We use a similar notation for vectors. Thus, is the subvector of corresponding to rows indexed by . When dealing with singleton index sets: or , we omit the curly braces for readability. Therefore, and are the th row and the th column of , respectively. Let and denote the largest and smallest eigenvalues of . Recall that the singular values of a matrix are the nonzero eigenvalues of . Let denote the largest singular value of matrix , and , the smallest nonzero singular value of if . If , we take .
B. Sampling Density
A discrete set is called uniformly discrete with separation if Let the maximum and minimum number of sampling points of found in any interval of length be denoted by (2) respectively, where denotes the cardinality of a set , and is a closed interval of length centered at . For a discrete set , the upper and lower densities are defined as (3) respectively. Although traditionally written as " " and "
," the limits in (3) can be replaced by simple limits [21] . Several other notions of density for nonuniform sampling can be found in [21] .
If the lower and upper densities coincide, this density is called the uniform density 3 and is denoted by
. Any large interval of length contains approximately points of . If is uniformly discrete, then is finite but the converse statement is not true. However, implies that can be expressed as a union of finitely many uniformly discrete sets [22] .
When dealing with a collection of sampling sets, as in the MIMO setting, it is useful to define joint densities for the collection. In [22] , we introduced the following generalizations of sampling density.
Definition 1:
Given a finite collection of discrete sets , , their joint upper and lower densities are defined as (4) (5) respectively, where are the maximum and minimum number of sampling points of the collection found in any interval of length .
Once again, the limits in (4) and (5) can be replaced with simple limits. In fact, this can be inferred from the following stronger result.
Proposition 1: For all (6) (7) 3 The sampling points in 3 need not be uniformly spaced. Since is arbitrary, we obtain . The proof of (7) is very similar.
Proposition 1 implies that
Thus, the limits in (4) and (5) can be replaced by simple limits.
C. Stable Sampling
In classical sampling, samples of a signal on a discrete set are used to reconstruct . The input space is the Hilbert space with the following inner product:
The norm on is defined as . Thus, the sampling operation can be expressed as an inner product
The set is called a set of stable sampling for if there exist such that (8) This condition implies that is a frame for with frame bounds and and the condition number . The theory of frames thus provides a convenient tool to study sampling [21] . We present more details on frames in Section IV.
We extend the above definition of stable sampling to the MIMO problem as follows. Recall that the channel inputs and outputs are related to each other as where is the input vector whose components are multiband signals , and is the channel output in vector form, and is a matrix whose entries are . Thus, the space of inputs is Suppose that (9) Then it is clear that contains all the nonzero elements of . Hence, the channel output can be expressed in the frequency domain as (10) where (the Fourier transform of ) is called the channel transfer function matrix. We use the shorthand notation to denote the input-output relation of the channel, where is the operator denoting the channel.
In the rest of this paper let and denote index sets for the channel inputs and outputs, respectively.
Definition 2:
A collection of discrete sampling sets , is said to be stable with respect to if there exist such that (11) for every , where . We sometimes refer to this as a collection of stable MIMO sampling.
As we will see later, the implication of this definition is that the inputs to the channel can be reconstructed from the samples of the outputs on these discrete sets in a stable way, i.e., any error in the sampled values produces a controlled error in the reconstruction.
D. Interpolation and Consistency
In the context of classical multiband sampling, a sampling set is called a set of interpolation if for every there exists such that , i.e., the sampling operator corresponding to from to is onto if is a set of interpolation. There are several practical implications to being a set of interpolation. First, it implies that any square-summable data sequence can be interpolated to a signal whose samples on agree with the data sequence. Second, it implies that the samples of on are nonredundant because each sample is completely independent of all the others. If is not a set of interpolation, then the samples of live in a strict subspace of , and are linearly dependent with some samples completely determined by the others. We extend this notion to MIMO sampling as follows.
Definition 3:
A collection of discrete sets , is said to be consistent with respect to if for every , there exists a solution to the problem , where
. We sometimes refer to this as a collection of consistent MIMO reconstruction.
In the preceding definition, we seek an input signal that, when passed through the MIMO channel and sampled, produces the desired observations. We refer to this property as consistent reconstruction (as opposed to interpolation) because the observations are samples of the channel output (as opposed to the inputs).
III. NECESSARY DENSITY CONDITIONS
In this section we present our main results namely, necessary conditions for stable sampling and consistent reconstruction. We begin with an example for illustration.
Example 1: Consider a MIMO channel with inputs, outputs, and the following transfer function matrix: (12) where is shown in Fig. 2 . Let and be the input spectral supports. Thus, (13) (14) The input and output spectra for a typical set of channel inputs are illustrated in Fig. 3 . We interpret as the sum of the two pieces shown in the figure. We shall first find a necessary condition on assuming that is known for all instead of . This is allowed because the resulting condition will also be necessary for the original problem. Thus, by (14) . Using (13) we have (15) Since is known for all , the second term on the right-hand side can be computed and subtracted off from the left-hand side (known samples) to yield the samples of on (16) Given , the data contained in the sequences (15) and (16) Using a similar argument as before, we obtain the following condition for stable reconstruction of (and hence ):
Finally, we expect the total sampling density of the outputs to be larger than the total spectral measure of the inputs, i.e.,
In the above example, we used a series of steps to deduce necessary conditions on the sampling densities. However, our arguments were not very rigorous but specific to the given transfer function . The necessary density conditions for the general problem can be stated in a very simple form. We postpone their proofs to Section IV since they are technically involved.
A. Density Conditions for Stable Sampling
Let the essential supremum and infimum of a real function be defined as (18) for some , then (17) is a strict inequality.
Theorem 1, which is proved in Section IV, provides lower bounds on the joint densities of all subcollections of . In particular, letting
in (17), we obtain (19) In other words, the combined sampling density on all the output channels must be no less than the combined bandwidth of all the input signals, which represents the total number of degrees of freedom per unit time contained in the inputs. Intuitively, we can explain these bounds as follows. Suppose that the outputs , are completely known for all , which is the case that demands the weakest conditions from the for stable sampling. Then, is known for all . Therefore, is the number of independent components of at frequency that can be determined from knowledge of alone. Consequently is the number of degrees of freedom per unit time in the inputs that can be resolved by knowing the outputs , completely (for all ). Therefore, the difference in right-hand side of (17) is the number of unresolved degrees of freedom per unit time in the inputs. The left-hand side of (17) is the joint lower density of , i.e., the smallest local sampling density (number of samples per unit time in a local sense) contained in these sampling sets. Thus, (17) merely states that we require more samples than the unresolved degrees of freedom in the inputs (locally per unit time) for each choice of .
Note that this bound depends only on the submatrix of whose rows are indexed by the complement of and columns by because vanishes outside .
Next, if some singular value of takes arbitrarily small nonzero values, then we cannot stably invert to stably recover the independent components of and the density of must be strictly larger than the right-hand side of (17) .
Theorem 1 leads to the following simple necessary conditions on the admissibility of subsets of the continuous-time channel outputs for stable recovery of the inputs. Let .
Definition 4:
A set of outputs , , is said to be an admissible set of outputs for if (20) It is easily verified that (20) 
If
, then all inequalities above must be equalities. Thus, (17) holds with an equality, implying that by Theorem 1. We also have a.e., implying that Now, the admissibility of follows by combining the last two observations. Applying this result to , we obtain (21).
Equation (21), which states that the entire set of outputs must be admissible for stable MIMO sampling is not surprising: even if all are known for , we cannot stably recover the channel inputs unless (21) holds. In fact, an even simpler necessary condition emerges from (21) a.e.
i.e., the number of outputs must be no less than the number of overlapping input spectra at any frequency.
Next, suppose that . Then, the output samples on the sampling sets are too sparse to contain any signal information. Therefore, we must rely entirely on the output samples taken on to achieve stable reconstruction, and an argument as before provides intuitive justification for the admissibility of .
The following result provides another necessary condition for stable sampling.
Theorem 2:
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, we require (22) where and .
Theorem 2 is proved in Section IV. Whenever for some , the samples of on are too sparse to provide any useful information. Thus, can be viewed as the set of outputs whose samples are dense enough to provide information about the inputs. In view of this interpretation, we see that (22) is an implication of the upper stability bound in (11) .
Clearly, for all . Thus, and by Corollary 1, must be an admissible set and (20) Hence, the bound on is not a strict inequality. In summary, we obtain the following necessary conditions on the joint densities:
and These results agree with our predictions in Example 1.
Finally, note that we can have undersampling at each output and yet be able to reconstruct all the inputs jointly from the available information. For instance, we do not need , even though has a bandwidth of . To see this, we construct a sampling scheme for which the densities are achievable, where , i.e., has a uniform density of . Let and be uniform sampling lattices Clearly, can be reconstructed stably. Now, the samples of on can be computed as follows:
because is known for all . Thus, can also be reconstructed stably. However, it is not immediately clear whether all densities satisfying the necessary conditions are achievable or how to achieve them.
B. Density Conditions for Consistent Reconstruction
We now present the necessary condition for consistent MIMO reconstruction, which is dual to the problem of stable sampling. 
i.e., the joint density of does not exceed the combined bandwidth of the input signals. Note that (21) need not hold for consistent reconstruction. 4 Recall that we take (A A A) = 
Theorem 3 provides conditions on the joint upper densities of all subcollections of . The density bounds can be interpreted as follows. The right-hand side of (23) is the joint upper density of the sampling sets , i.e., the largest local sampling density (number of samples per unit time in a local sense) in these sampling sets. We have already seen that the quantity is the number of degrees of freedom per unit time contained in the outputs . Thus, (23) states that in order to interpolate the outputs through its given sample values, the local density of samples must be less than the number of degrees of freedom per unit time in these outputs. The following corollary is dual to Corollary 1. Fig. 4 .
IV. PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS
This section is devoted to the proofs of the results of Section III. We begin with a review of background material on frames and bases (cf. [23] , [24] ). Let be a separable Hilbert space equipped with an inner product . (36) and is the th standard basis vector.
Thus, (11) is equivalent to the condition that is a frame for . This implies that the channel inputs can be reconstructed from the output samples using the dual frame as the set of interpolating functions. Furthermore, any errors in the sampled signal or its samples produce a controlled amount of error in the reconstructed signals. The condition number for the MIMO sampling scheme is . Next, Definition 3 implies that is a collection of consistent reconstructions with respect to if is a Riesz-Fischer sequence in . Note that for any finite sequence where is the unit ball in . From (33) and the above observation we conclude that is a Riesz-Fischer sequence in if and only if (37) for every finite sequence . This characterization (37) is more convenient to use than Definition 3.
Finally, we point out that if a collection of discrete sets , is a collection of both stable sampling and consistent reconstruction, then is a Riesz basis for .
A. Preliminary Results
Our aim is to prove necessary density conditions for stable sampling and consistent reconstruction stated in Section III. These results are analogous to Landau's density result for nonuniform sampling of multiband signals [15] , [16] . Gröchenig and Razafinjatovo [17] provided a simpler proof of Landau's result for signals with spectral sets having zero boundary measure. We extend their idea to prove our density results for the MIMO problem. However, we drop the restriction on the boundary measures.
We begin with a few relevant definitions. Let be Hilbert spaces with inner product defined as in (35). The elements of are vectors whose components are bandlimited to the frequencies . Let denote the orthogonal projection operator onto a closed subspace . The following theorem is a stronger version of the main result in [17] . This result allows us to compute necessary density conditions for the stable MIMO sampling and consistent reconstruction.
Theorem 4 (Comparison Theorem):
Let and be closed subspaces of , and let and be discrete subsets of such that all . Suppose that and are elements of such that is a Riesz-Fischer sequence in , and that is a frame for . Then
where Furthermore, is automatically implied whenever all . Theorem 4 is proved in [22] . Note that and are arbitrary subspaces in . However, the comparison theorem is most useful when the spaces are nearly the same. In this case, the coefficients would be small, thereby yielding the following density bound:
where is a small quantity representing the summation in (38) involving the terms . By using an appropriate limiting argument, we would need to show that can be made arbitrarily small. The import of this statement is roughly that a frame, being an overcomplete sequence in a Hilbert space , is denser (contains more vectors) than a Riesz-Fischer sequence .
Note that Theorem 4 is very general, involving arbitrary signal spaces, and can potentially be used for proving necessary density conditions for sampling problems in other spaces such as wavelet or spline spaces. We use this theorem in the next section, where we derive necessary density conditions for the MIMO sampling problem. Finally, we state a useful result proved in [22] . Since is arbitrary and is nonzero, the above observation violates the second inequality of the stability condition (11) , proving the necessity of (22) .
D. Proof of Theorem 3
First note that the consistency condition implies that 
Combining (84) and (85), and using , we obtain if if .
Recall that is supported on for all . Also, implies that . Thus, we invoke Lemma 1 to get (87) where is the constant defined in (76). However, if , then from (86), and hence (87) holds trivially. In other words, (87) always holds. Using this and the CauchySchwarz inequality, we conclude that (88) Recall that is chosen so that . Thus, combining (81) and (88) and noting that , we obtain
Since the quantities are the channel outputs corresponding to an input satisfying , we have
Define . Since is shift-invariant, we obtain and using the same argument as in (60) (23) is strict.
V. SUMMARY
We formulated the MIMO sampling scheme, and defined stable sampling and consistent reconstruction. These are generalizations of stable sampling and interpolation for classical sampling. We also introduced notions of upper and lower sampling densities applicable to collections of sampling sets. We derived necessary density conditions for stable sampling and consistent reconstruction in the MIMO setting. For stable sampling, we find that a family of bounds hold-a lower bound on the joint lower density of each nonempty set of output sampling sets. Similarly, we find that a family of bounds hold for the consistency problem which are upper bounds on the joint upper densities of the sampling sets. These bounds generalize Landau's necessary density results for classical sampling. Since the MIMO sampling scheme is extremely general, and encompasses various sampling schemes such as Papoulis' generalized sampling, and multicoset or periodic nonuniform sampling as special cases, we automatically have necessary conditions for all these sampling schemes as well.
